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Speaking after a two-day European Union summit in Brussels, Orbán said in a video posted on Facebook that the meeting 

focused on vaccination, migration and climate change. As regards vaccination, Orbán said that Hungary was “months ahead” 

of other EU member states in terms of its inoculation rate.Migration to Europe was discussed at the initiative of Spain and 

Italy, since “thousands of illegal migrants are making their way to the Europe on a daily basis”, Orbán said. “The issue will 

be discussed in depth and in hope of a decision next month,” Orbán said, adding that Hungary continued to reject illegal 

migrants.Regarding the issue of climate change and “who should pay the price of climate protection”, Orbán said some 

would have the people pay in the form of taxes on fuel and housing. Others, including central European countries, say 

the price should be paid by large polluters such as corporations. “This discussion will be resumed next month,” he said.

The price of climate protection should be paid by large polluters rather than 
Hungarian families, Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said on Tuesday.

POLLUTERS SHOULD Pay FOR CLIMaTE PROTECTION
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A postal stamp commemorating the 280th anniversary of the birth of 
Hungarian explorer Móric Benyovszky
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FOREIGN MINISTER 
CONDEMNS RyaNaIR 
FORCED LaNDING  
IN BELaRUS

Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó 

condemned the forced landing of a 

Ryanair plane by authorities in Belarus, 

saying that forcing a commercial 

airliner to land “without any reason 

whatsoever” was “unacceptable, 

especially since the airliner in question 

was travelling between two European 

Union countries”. 

Speaking to MTI on the sidelines 

of an EU summit in Dublin, Szijjártó 

welcomed that “the EU finally took 

united, swift, determined and 

forceful action. We are happy to see 

the fast decision making on response 

measures which we fully support,” 

he said. Belarusian authorities on 

Sunday intercepted a Ryanair airliner 

travelling from Athens to Vilnius, 

and forced it to land in Minsk citing 

a bomb threat. The airliner was 

accompanied by a Belarusian fighter 

jet to the airport, where a passenger, 

Belarusian opposition journalist 

Roman Protasevich, was arrested. 

Protasevich was a former editor-in-

chief of Telegram channel NEXTA, 

which Belarus has declared extremist.

The EU decided at the summit on 

Monday to ban Belarusian flights 

from entering EU airspace and using 

EU airports, and called on EU airline 

companies to avoid Belarusian 

airspace. Further sanctions are in the 

pipeline.

SZIJJÁRTÓ IN DUBLIN: 
HUNGaRy-IRELaND 
COOPERaTION ‘EXTENSIVE’ 
IN SEVERaL aREaS

Cooperation between Hungary and 

Ireland is “extensive” in economic 

ties, investments, education and 

peacekeeping, Péter Szijjártó, the foreign 

minister, said in Dublin. More than 100 

value-added Irish companies employing 

around 10,000 people operate in 

Hungary, Szijjártó told MTI. Fresh Irish 

investments are round the corner 

thanks to Hungary’s advantageous 

tax environment, he added. The 

minister highlighted the importance 

of cooperation in education, noting 

that more than 300 Irish students are 

admitted to Hungarian universities 

each year. Also, 46 language schools 

have joined a scheme that allows 

Hungarian school students to travel to 

Ireland to study English with government 

support, and 9,000 are likely to take up 

the opportunity, he said, adding that 

Hungary’s diplomatic presence in 

Dublin will be bolstered accordingly. 

Szijjártó noted that Hungarian and Irish 

soldiers serve together in the UN mission 

in Lebanon, and both countries put a 

premium on peacekeeping.

PM’S OFFICE: BUDaPEST’S 
LEaDERS JOINED TaLKS 
ON RECOVERy PLaN  
aT LaST MINUTE

Budapest’s leadership only attempted 

to join in social consultations on the 

government’s recovery plan at last 

minute, according to an official of the 

Prime Minister’s Office. The Recovery 

and Resilience Plan takes the entire 

country’s interests as well as EU rules 

into account, Szabolcs Ágostházy, the 

state secretary for EU developments, 

said in an open letter to the city’s 

mayor, Gergely Karácsony. Responding 

to a critical letter from the mayor, he 

said Budapest’s leaders had only made 

an attempt to involve themselves in 

the social consultation process mere 

weeks before the plan was submitted, 

notwithstanding several prior 

government invitations to do so. In the 

summer of 2020, Karácsony was first 

invited to put forward his proposals, he 

said. In mid-December the Association 

of Budapest Municipalities led by 

Karácsony was similarly invited to 

participate in consultations, yet it was 

only at the end of March this year that 

various interest groups, NGOs and local 

councils did so, he added.

Ágostházy said a joint government-

municipality working group set up 

after a meeting of the Metropolitan 

Public Development Council at 

the end of March started its work 

almost immediately. The state 

secretary accused the mayor and his 

staff of putting forward expensive 

and uncosted proposals for the 

capital whose lack of professional 

substantiation “made it hugely difficult 

even to consider the merits of the 

proposals.”

Budapest, Ágostházy said, was the 

country’s most highly developed city 

and its level of development was far 
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higher than that of the EU average. 

Further, Budapest’s local government 

is the richest in the country, he said, 

adding the city had demanded that 

almost one-third of the resources 

of the Hungarian recovery plan go 

to Budapest without a care for the 

needs of other parts of Hungary. The 

state secretary said “haste” on the 

Budapest leadership’s part was the 

likely reason why large elements of 

the capital’s proposals would fall foul 

of conditionality baked into the EU’s 

recovery framework. 

Karácsony said on Facebook page in 

response that the capital’s leadership 

had indeed handed over its plans 

to the government and had hoped 

to come to an agreement on the 

substance of the recovery plan.

“We’ve make the Budapest 

municipality’s proposals public so 

the government can’t lie about 

them anymore,” he said. “Once again 

private interests have trumped the 

public interest,” he said, adding the 

government had let down individuals 

and businesses brought down by the 

pandemic and had prioritised “Russian 

and Chinese economic interests 

over European values”. Responding 

to the government’s charge that 

the municipality had sent material 

concerning how it intended to spend 

the funds from the EU recovery fund 

approximately the length of a text 

message, he referred to documents 

made public containing the capital’s 

plans, which he said had been handed 

over to the government.  “My staff 

worked with him tirelessly,” he said, 

adding that it had become clear 

that the government never had the 

intention of consulting or negotiating.

PaLKOVICS: COSTS OF 
CLIMaTE PROTECTION 
SHOULD BE BORNE By TOP 
POLLUTERS

The Hungarian government believes 

that the costs of the fight against 

climate change should be borne by the 

world’s biggest polluting companies 

rather than by households, László 

Palkovics, the minister of innovation 

and technology, said in Brussels on 

Tuesday. Speaking to Hungarian 

reporters, Palkovics said Hungary 

opposed the idea of adding apartment 

buildings to the European Union’s 

emissions trading scheme, arguing 

that doing so could cost an average 

Hungarian family up to 300,000 forints 

(EUR 862) a year. Palkovics called 

Hungary a “climate champion”, noting 

that it had managed to reduce its CO2 

emissions by 33% against 1990 levels 

by as early as 2018. Hungary is also 

committed to reducing its emissions 

by 55% by 2030 and to being carbon-

free by 2050, he added.

SCHaNDa: BaSIC INCOME 
‘UNFaIR’, WOULD BRING 
CHaOS

Introducing the basic income with 

no strings attached would lead to an 

“unfair” situation and result in “chaos”, 

a government official has said, noting 

the government’s policy that anyone 

who wants to work should have 

access to a job. “What would happen 

if everyone decided to take the money 

and refused to work or search for a 

job?” Tamás Schanda, parliamentary 

state secretary of the Ministry of 

Innovation and Technology (ITM), 

said in a video posted on Facebook, 

commenting on an idea circulating 

among opposition party circles. He 

said a universal basic income would 

push up public spending and result 

in tax increases and high public debt. 

“Our view is that work is what helps lift 

people out of poverty,” he said. “Free 

money”, he added, would dent the 

country’s competitiveness and lead 

to social instability.

Schanda referred to the Finnish 

government’s experiment to award 

a randomly selected group a basic 

income every month, saying hopes 

of thereby boosting employment had 

been dashed, and the government 

abandoned the scheme. He said 

providing a basic income to everyone, 

even those who didn’t need it, was 

“unfair” and meant that those who 

badly need support would receive less 

than under the current benefits system 

while effectively penalising those who 

work hard.

ORBÁN TO HOLD TaLKS 
WITH UK PM JOHNSON  
ON FRIDay

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán will hold 

talks with British counterpart Boris 

Johnson in London on Friday, the PM’s 

press chief has confirmed. Bertalan 
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Havasi’s confirmation of the meeting 

comes after Foreign Minister Péter 

Szijjártó posted a map on Facebook 

depicting Orbán’s schedule of 

meetings in five western European 

cities over the next four days, which 

included the talks with Johnson in 

London.

GOVT OFFICIaL: HUNGaRy 
aGaINST GLOBaL 
MINIMUM TaX

Hungary rejects any plan that would 

force it to raise taxes, including the 

proposal for a global minimum tax, 

finance ministry state secretary András 

Tállai told the daily Magyar Nemzet on 

Tuesday. Hungary will carry on with 

its policy of tax cuts, Tállai told the 

paper, noting that the government 

next year will cut payroll taxes and 

make the personal income of the 

under-25s exempt from tax. These 

two measures alone will leave more 

than 300 billion forints (EUR 862m) in 

the economy, he said. Whereas the 

Hungarian government aims to reboot 

the economy by cutting taxes, the 

plan for a global minimum tax would 

raise them, Tállai said, noting that the 

proposal also enjoyed the backing of 

US President Joe Biden. 

While the original idea behind the 

plan, he said, had been for countries 

to adopt uniform regulations on 

the taxation of tech giants, it had 

now evolved into setting uniform 

minimum business tax rates. The Biden 

administration has recently proposed 

a global minimum tax rate of 21%, the 

state secretary said, noting that the 

OECD was also working on a minimum 

tax proposal. “Hungary will resist any 

attempt to adopt any global minimum 

tax rate,” Tállai said. “We simply cannot 

support tax increases, not even if the 

plan is backed by influential voices.” He 

said the adoption of a global minimum 

tax would serve the interests of 

certain global economic powers that 

are being challenged by countries 

with low tax rates and transparent 

regulations.

DK: REMEDy NEEDED 
FOR LaCK OF DOCTORS, 
NURSES IN HUNGaRy’S 
HEaLTH SySTEM 

The lack of a sufficient number of 

doctors and nurses in Hungarian 

health care needs to be gradually 

remedied over the coming years, 

Klára Dobrev, the opposition 

Democratic Coalition’s candidate for 

prime minister, has said. Dobrev told 

an online press briefing streamed on 

Facebook that Hungary lacked almost 

9,000 professionals and nurses, more 

than five hundred GPs and more than 

3,000 doctors. She noted that many 

health-care professionals had moved 

abroad, while those who stayed 

had quit the sector because it failed 

to provide a secure living. The DK 

politician accused the government 

of attempting to improve Hungary’s 

poor health system only once the 

coronavirus epidemic had taken 

hold. Even then, she added, the 

Fidesz government had since passed 

legislation resulting in 4,000 people 

leaving the sector.

HUNGaRy RECORDS 21 
COVID FaTaLITIES, 164 
NEW INFECTIONS

Fully 21 patients, generally elderly with 

co-morbidities, died over the past 24 

hours, while 164 new infections were 

registered, koronavirus.gov.hu said. 

So far 5,026,529 people have received 

a first jab, while 3,072,940 have been 

fully vaccinated. The number of active 

infections stands at 101,537, while 

hospitals are treating 1,417 Covid 

patients, 159 of whom need respiratory 

assistance. There are 12,376 people in 

official quarantine, while 5,750,359 tests 

have been officially carried out. Since 

the first outbreak, 802,510 infections 

have been registered, while fatalities 

have risen to 29,581. Fully 671,392 

people have made a recovery. So far, 

most infections have been registered 

in Budapest and Pest County, followed 

by the counties of Borsod-Abaúj-

Zemplén, Győr-Moson-Sopron and 

Hajdú-Bihar.

BIOCHEMIST KaRIKÓ 
aWaRDED SEMMELWEIS 
PRIZE

Hungarian biochemist Katalin Karikó, 

whose decades of work with mRNA 

technology was instrumental in the 

development of Covid-19 vaccines, was 

awarded the Ignaz Semmelweis Prize 

by the minister of human resources. In 

his laudation, Miklós Kásler said Kariko 
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had cemented her place in the history 

of medicine with her research, adding 

that there had been “no question” 

that she would be bestowed “the 

highest professional recognition”. In 

her acceptance speech, Karikó said 

it was an honour to be awarded the 

Semmelweis Prize. She vowed to 

continue her research, saying that it 

was crucial to find cures for diseases 

that had to be “pushed to the side” 

because of the coronavirus pandemic.

HUNGaRy CBaNK LEaVES 
BaSE RaTE ON HOLD

Hungarian rate-setters left the central 

bank base rate at 0.60% on Tuesday, 

while also leaving the interest rate 

corridor unchanged, the National 

Bank of Hungary (NBH) announced. 

The Council also decided to leave the 

O/N deposit rate at -0.05% and the 

O/N and one-week collateralised loan 

rates at 1.85%. The O/N deposit rate 

and the collateralised loan rate mark 

the bottom and the top, respectively, 

of the central bank’s interest rate 

corridor.  In a statement released after 

the meeting, the Monetary Council 

pointed to an increase in upside risks 

to the inflation outlook, adding that 

its policymakers were prepared to 

proactively tighten policy.

“In the Monetary Council’s assessment, 

risks to the outlook for inflation have 

recently continued to strengthen 

even further....The Monetary Council 

reiterates that they are ready to tighten 

monetary conditions in a proactive 

manner to the extent necessary in order 

to ensure price stability and to mitigate 

inflation risks.” The Council reaffirmed 

its commitment to maintaining price 

stability, adding that it was the NBH’s 

“clear intention to prevent the current 

uncertain environment from causing a 

sustained rise in inflation.”  The projection 

in the NBH’s next Inflation Report, to be 

discussed at a policy meeting in June, 

“will be key in assessing the outlook for 

inflation and developments related to 

the economic recovery,” it added.

HUNGaRy SENDS POLICE 
CONTINGENTS TO SERBIa, 
N MaCEDONIa

Hungary has sent new police units to 

help local forces patrol the borders 

in Serbia and North Macedonia, the 

national police said. The National Police 

has assigned a 20-member unit to serve 

in Serbia and a 30-strong contingent to 

serve in North Macedonia. They will work 

to help prevent a flow of illegal migrants 

to EU territory, the statement said. 

The police officers will be tasked with 

patrolling the two countries’ borders and 

helping to arrest people smugglers and 

illegal migrants. They will be equipped 

with a range of infrared cameras and 

police jeep cars. Some of the Hungarian 

officers will be posted in the inner parts 

of the two countries.

STaTE TO OFFER 5.4 M SQM 
OF REaL ESTaTE  
TO SETTLEMENTS

The state is offering 5.4 million sqm 

of real estate to small settlements as 

part of the government’s Hungarian 

Villages programme, a government 

official said on Tuesday. The offer 

includes 2,055 properties available to 

935 local councils, Andrea Máger, the 

Minister without portfolio responsible 

for managing national assets, told a 

news conference. Documentation 

regarding the free transfer of property 

will be sent to municipalities this 

week and in the first weeks of June. 

Municipalities are free to accept or 

reject the offer, and responses are 

expected by mid-July. Asset transfer 

procedures are scheduled to get under 

way from that start of next year.

FORMER MINISTER BaLOG 
ORDaINED REFORMED 
CHURCH BISHOP

Zoltán Balog, the former human 

resources minister, was ordained as 

the Reformed Bishop of Dunamellék 

in Nagykőrös, in central Hungary, on 

Pentecost Monday. Balog was elected 

bishop of the Reformed Diocese of 

Dunamellek in November last year, 

but his ordination ceremony had to 

be postponed due to the coronavirus 

epidemic.

Addressing the ceremony, 

Parliamentary Speaker László Kövér 

greeted Balog, noting his career of 

service, and highlighting how had 

gone from being the Reformed 

priest of a village to a member of 

government, before returning to the 

service of the church. “Throughout 

his career, endurance was prevalent,” 

Kövér said. Cardinal Péter Erdő, 
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Hungary’s Catholic leader, emphasised 

the need for Christians to stay united at 

a time when communities faced new 

challenges and opportunities. “We 

must work tirelessly towards keeping 

all Christians united, and cannot accept 

superficial compromises,” Erdő said. 

Lutheran Bishop Tamás Fabiny said 

that Balog had always been known 

for his solidarity and support for the 

vulnerable and those left to fend for 

themselves.

The ceremony was also attended 

by Tamás Sulyok, the president of 

the Constitutional Court, Deputy 

Prime Minister Zsolt Semjén, Gergely 

Gulyás, the prime minister’s chief of 

staff, Katalin Novák, the family affairs 

minister, and Anikó Lévai, the wife of 

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.

UNICEF HUNGaRy 
LaUNCHES SCHEME  
FOR yOUNG PEOPLE 
ENGaGING WITH SOCIaL 
ISSUES

UNICEF Hungary on Tuesday said 

it is giving young people between 

the ages of 14 and 21 the chance 

to participate in a scheme that 

will see them working in teams to 

come up with innovative business 

solutions to social problems. The 

programme dubbed “Your Future 

Is On You” aims to help young 

people make decisions and take 

on active roles in shaping their 

communities, the organisation 

said in a statement. The ten teams 

competing in this year’s programme 

will deal with issues such as child 

rights, domestic abuse and mental 

health. UNICEF noted that this 

year’s competition also ties into the 

organisation’s Child Friendly Cities 

Initiative. This aims to strengthen 

young people’s social responsibility 

and to encourage them to take 

part in finding solutions to the 

problems affecting their localities, 

the organisation quoted Antónia 

Mészáros, the managing director 

of UNICEF Hungary, as saying. The 

winning team will receive financial 

and professional assistance to 

implement its proposal, UNICEF 

added.

FESTIVaL aCaDEMy 
BUDaPEST CHaMBER 
MUSIC SERIES TO BE HELD 
IN JULy

The Festival Academy Budapest 

chamber music series, founded by 

the Hungarian violinists Katalin Kokas 

and Barnabás Kelemen, is to be held 

at various venues in the capital from 

July 16 to 25, including at the Ferenc 

Liszt Academy of Music, the Budapest 

Music Centre and the Rumbach 

Sebestyén Street Synagogue. Performers 

include such celebrated musicians as 

Gidon Kremer with Camerata Baltica, 

Vilde Frang, Joshua Bell, Patricia 

Kopatchinskaja, Kristóf Baráti, István 

Várdai and Lilla Horti, among others. 

Péter Fekete, the state secretary for 

culture, told a press conference that 

people in the cultural sector had made 

great efforts to keep performance alive 

online during the pandemic and help 

others maintain their well-being. The 

task of artists now is to tempt people 

out of their homes and give them faith 

that normality can be restored, he added.


